You can
rest assured
that your
donor dollars
are being
managed by
an ethical and
experienced
group of
community
leaders who
care deeply
about advancing
local health
research.
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Message
From the Board Chair, Janet MacMillan
Every fall, I look forward to receiving my
Philanthropist magazine; I’m sure you do too.
Since joining the DMRF Board in 2013, I have
used this publication as a valuable learning
resource. Health research can be complicated
and DMRF works hard to share thought-provoking
articles in every issue. We want to connect you
to the health research projects that matter to
you the most, as well as the many projects that
are already having impact on us all. As you read
this latest edition, I hope you will be inspired by
the exciting work that is taking place right here
in the Maritimes. I also hope you will recognize
the important role you play in enhancing the
local health research landscape.

So, when I say we support excellence, I mean it.
We have researchers from all around the world
coming here to work. They love Nova Scotia,
and they love that we foster an environment
of collaboration. While many of our researchers
may call this region home, they also work
broadly, across international borders, connecting
with some of the brightest minds in the world
to improve the health and wellness of each
of us. You’ll see this in action, when you read
the article Frontiers, on page 26. Collaborative
and trail-blazing health research is revolutionizing
healthcare both locally and abroad while
positioning the Maritimes firmly on the
world stage.

Your giving is supporting health research
projects that are improving human health and
quality of life. I think that’s important, because
we all know that good health is the foundation
for a good life. I want that for you; I want that
for my loved ones; and I want that for myself.
That’s why I’m a DMRF donor.

Inside this issue you will find stories that
celebrate the important role of early career
investigators, our latest Molly Appeal, which
is primed to help fund pioneering biomaterials
research, as well as other inspiring articles
about the extensive impact of local health
research. As a donor, you are an integral part
of the DMRF team, and your giving has the
power to make local health research excellence
a continued success. We thank you.

DMRF has a rich history, dating back over forty
years, when we were founded by caring and
concerned community members, who believed
that health researchers in our region could
and should be leaders in the health research
ecosystem. With a vision to advance health
research outcomes, DMRF has raised tens of
millions of dollars and supported thousands
of ground-breaking health research projects.

Sincerely,

Janet MacMillan – Chair, DMRF Board
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